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Scion is a discontinued marque of Toyota that debuted in Intended to appeal to younger
customers, the Scion brand emphasized inexpensive, stylish, and distinctive sport compact
vehicles, and used a simplified "pure price" sales concept that eschewed traditional trim levels
and dealer haggling ; each vehicle was offered in a single trim with a non-negotiable base price,
while a range of dealer-installed options was offered to buyers for personalizing their vehicles.
The brand first soft launched in the United States at selected Toyota dealers in the state of
California in June , before expanding nationwide by February However, Toyota's initial
propositions of short product cycles and aggressive pricing based on low dealer margins
became increasingly unsustainable as sales fell after the financial crisis of â€” In , Toyota
launched Project Genesis , an effort to bring younger buyers to the Toyota marque in the United
States. A Los Angeles-based digital design company, Fresh Machine, was retained by Toyota to
develop the brand, logo, and website. This project became known as Scion. Scion was marketed
as a youth brand and was first introduced in March , at the New York Auto Show. There were
just two concept vehicles, the bbX which became the xB , and the ccX which became the tC.
They were available only in Toyota dealerships in California at their initial launch on June 9, The
subsequent rollout of the brand to the South, the Southeast, and the East Coast occurred in
February Scion vehicles were available nationwide in June , coinciding with the release of the
tC. Both cars were then publicly unveiled on February 8, at the Chicago Auto Show. In
September , Scion expanded into Canada, with vehicles offered at 45 selected dealers starting
in Toronto , Montreal , and Vancouver , followed by other cities. Launch models included the tC,
xD, and xB. Sales of the Scion brand were down to a low of 45, for the model year, compared to
over , for The management tried to resuscitate the brand, hoping to sell 35, to 45, tC in a year
after the model was redesigned for In late , the xD and second-generation xB were in their
seventh year without a substantial redesign, and Scion sales were still far short of their peak.
Toyota began allowing dealers to drop the Scion marque without penalty. For the model year,
Scion released the iM hatchback, based on the international Toyota Auris , [16] and the iQ, xB,
and xD were discontinued. On February 3, , Toyota announced that the Scion brand would be
phased out in August after the model year, arguing that the company no longer required a
specific marque to target younger demographics. The then-upcoming C-HR was also moved to
the Toyota marque after originally being unveiled as a Scion. The change was not expected to
cause disruption to service options, as Scion models were sold and serviced at Toyota
dealerships. See List of Scion vehicles. Scion used sales tools such as "Pure Price" and
monospec trim levels with a wide selection of factory and TRD accessories. This included the
vehicle, accessories, finance and insurance products. The concept aimed to be open and
consistent to all customers. The concept was not new to the U. Scion's sales approach differed
greatly from that of the Toyota brand. In the United States, for instance, the Toyota Camry was
offered with four different trim levels intended for different crowds budget-conscious,
mainstream, sports-oriented and luxury ; [29] all Scions, in contrast, had only one standard trim
level monospec and were designed to be uniquely customized for the driver. However, some
options, such as Ground Effects, do prevent other accessories such as mud flaps from being
installed. Beginning in the second quarter of with the launch of the Scion xB RS 1. Pre-ordering
is available at each dealership on a first-come, first-served basis. In , the median age of a Toyota
consumer was 54 years old. Comparatively, Scion's average buyer age at that time was lowest
in the industry, at Initially, Scion's first two cars the xA and xB , while unusual for American
roads, were well received among consumers not interested in standard entry-level vehicles. The
marque's best-selling year was , with , vehicles sold. Sales dropped in the ensuing years, to 57,
vehicles in By the time it was discontinued, over a million Scion-branded cars were sold. To
advertise Scion, Toyota began a promotional campaign using a form of guerrilla marketing ,
using posters and ads in movie theaters and TV to direct consumers to its various
"want2bsquare" web sites. Scion sponsored two commercials featuring Concours race car
driver Matt Verbin during the Castle Hill Concours d'Elegance, showing him racing a custom
painted yellow and orange xB on Cambridge streets. Scion also teamed with Gaia Online,
providing the xB, xD, and tC as a choice for user cars, as well as other things across the site.
Scion also used smaller, regional viral campaigns to reach niche demographics. Online
campaigns such as Scion xPressionism allowed a user to modify and design their own Scion
with graphics, decals, and aftermarket car parts. Online advertising , much of it quirky and
offbeat, was part of Scion's marketing mix for both these campaigns and for the launch of new
models. Shows like Slick's Picks went around the country interviewing artists, stores, and
events and put short videos on the site. Scion Radio 17 was an internet-radio initiative that
features 17 non-mainstream channels, ranging from rock and hip hop to electro and soul. In
August , Scion released the "United by Individuality" ad campaign, featuring over Scion owners'
vehicles in various magazine articles, commercials, and billboards. The latest commercial video

showed a convoy of Scions parading through the desert in Boulder City , Nevada. These videos
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standalone modern fantasy roleplaying game published in by White Wolf. In , Onyx Path
Publishing purchased the full rights to Scion, and are planning their own new edition. Players
take the role of Scions, children of the gods who act as their parents' agents in the world of
mortals. They must struggle against the Titans , the beings who opposed the gods long ago, but
also against the Scions of their parent's rival gods. Scions may grow in power and eventually
become gods themselves. The pantheons and names as they currently exist represent their
most well-known aspects, but each pantheon can and has appeared under different guises to
different cultures throughout their history. There are supplements that allow Players and
Storytellers to also put into play other pantheons from other cultures or make their own.
Regardless of history or outlook, each pantheon is doing their part in the war against the Titans.
Epic Attributes are the powers inherent in any Scion from birth, essentially natural talents
developed to a powerful extreme. Some, if not all, of a Scion's Epic Attributes will reflect their
divine parentage; the children of a god of beauty will usually have at least one Epic Appearance
attribute, while a warrior god's child will have Epic Strength, Epic Dexterity, or both depending
on their preferred fighting style. In addition, Epic Attributes grant Scions special abilities called
Knacks , further enhancing their natural talents. Purviews are the exotic powers granted to
Scions by their divine blood, which grant a Scion their otherworldly talents. However,
inexperienced Scions can only access their purviews via a Birthright , or divine artifact, granted
by their parent. As the Scion grows in experience and power, the purviews become second
nature, and the Birthrights change to become useful in other ways. Scion consists of three main
books, plus several supplements. Each of the main books advances characters a step further
towards godhood. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do
you like this video? Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. He was originally created by negative human thoughts, being an evil and cruel
entity who developed hate towards the mortal's world. He's responsible for the invasion in the
world being the warlord of his own country, Darminor, and he conquers the world via his
monsters. He's also an evil messiah who wants to search a man capable of surviving his

invasions,and to do so, he sends his creatures to kill innocent people. Scion was created from
human negative thoughts, like anger, greed or bad pride. Of course, he proclaims himself as a
god with "good intentions". Of course Scion did not do everything by himself. He had to ask for
help from bystanders to join the empire, which became Scion's army. With the exeption of one
individual , who was a soldier of high ranking from one of the protagonists , which had to be
captured and brainwashed, and thus, he became Scion's most powerful creation. There's no
clue which character cannonically defeated Scion, however, every character he meets he will
still say his motives and his actions, as said above, he uses the excuse of the human impurity
to commit his massacre, and will gloat the protagonist how much power he has gained. The
player cannot help but fight against Scion. Scion will use his summoning habilities in order to
defeat the player: He can summon two dragons on the floor that can swim under it and
approach the player, he can use his staff to summon a laser, he also can summon swords that
grow form the underground, of course, he also uses his dragons to attack the player. After
Scion is defeated, he will transform in a less human-like form, named Shin Scion, in which, he
becomes, considerably much more powerful and MUCH harder ,not only his underground
swords are much faster, but also, can summon swords from the ceiling, and his dragons attack
are more wide-ranged, he, because does not need his staff, he will use his hand to summon a
more powerful laser, he also has the power to transform temporally the player into a helpless,
little animal in the case of Leo, just helpless and little. After Scion was utterly destroyed, his
soul dissapeared slowly while he was saying his last words. Those words where about human
sins and impurity, and how his actions almost led humanity to their doom, but the player
character showed courage and determination to defeat Scion, and how humans gained faith and
vanished all despair from the world, therefore, good reigns again, but also says that he will
come back after human had impure thoughts again. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. It sounds more like true madness to me. Scion with Misery and
Despair. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. I am the
prophet whose destiny is to save this world. I shall cleanse the world of weak humans and lead
those strong enough to remain. This world is filled with petty humans and their hatred, greed,
anger, and false ambitions. The bad aura spawned the wizard Scion, and this nearly led humans
to their ruin. But you have journeyed far, stood up against overwhelming foes, and fought with
courage. Inspired by you, the people have cast aside the darkness and good has returned to the
world. The hatred that created me has begun to dissipate But remember I'll be back when
people become blinded by their greed and desires once again Although all articles contain
spoilers, this article will reveal major plot twists and should almost certainly be avoided unless
you have finished the story. Click here to visit a redacted version, although it will still contain
minor spoilers. Zion , incorrectly known as Scion , is the avatar of a higher power. To better
interact and simulate humans, [4] the Warrior Entity created a facsimile of a human mind, which
gave it a human mind linked to the alien's true self. He had never experienced any loss or
hardship, and was correspondingly immature despite the years he spent on Earth. With the
realization that his counterpart had disappeared and was probably dead the golden man was
dejected on a scale humanity has not evolved to grasp. He eventually would follow Kevin
Norton 's instructions; traveling from place to place at supersonic speed, helping people,
saving orphans in wars, fighting The Endbringers , stop fires and natural disasters. He wouldn't
rest. Although Zion's face was perennially expressionless, he somehow communicated emotion
to others. When he first appeared, he radiated sadness. Zion used precognition to follow a path
that led to reuniting with Eden , not anticipating the possibility that what he would find was her
corpse. Listened to him and started helping people. He took his name from a word that Norton
spoke. Scion appears as a burnished gold man with long hair [8] [17] and a short beard, [11] [17]
otherwise he was glabrous. It left a brief trail in the air when he flew. His expression never
changes, but onlookers somehow perceive his emotions anyway see above , which often leads
them to describe him as looking sad. Norton later outfitted him with clothing. First a sheet worn
over one shoulder and pinned at either side of the waist, then more conventional clothes.
During Gold Morning more and more of his clothing was destroyed and the debris of the
battlefield found its way into the crevices of his body. Scion was considered the most powerful
individual in the world. After sacrificing most of his shards to grant powers to humans, he
retained those powers that he would need to defend against Earth should he have to fight. He
relied on a limited store of energy to use these powers, meaning some could only be used
sparingly. Scion's primary power is the power to negate any kind of wavelength using his
golden light. This effect is extremely versatile; it can be used to disintegrate matter, slow or
stop motion, and negate the effects of specific powers. Stilling can be fired as beams, orbs, or
area bursts, used as a force field, or transmitted by touch. Offensive blasts range greatly in
power, from thin beams to continent-destroying blasts. Scion can fly at immense speeds as an

application of his general golden light aura. Scion can sense everything around him through
unknown means. He appears to have control over the range of his senses, and can see into
other universes if he chooses. Scion has superhuman strength, sufficient to lift Behemoth
several hundred feet into the air. Scion's body is only an extension of a vastly larger being. Any
damaged tissue is replaced within a fraction of a second by undamaged tissue from the main
body. This happens so fast it is almost impossible to tell he was ever injured. Scion is immune
to certain types of powers. His actions cannot be predicted with precognition, [30] his powers
cannot be copied, and powers cannot directly interfere with his mind in any way. In addition, his
multiple senses make him very difficult to blind or mislead for any period of time. Scion can
learn what actions he must take to achieve a specific goal. Unlike Contessa, he can use this
power in any situation, but it drains him and he has to use it sparingly. This ability costs him a
lot of lifespan to use. Scion can move through alternate universes. Scion can transmit visions of
himself and his memories to parahumans via his shards. The Warrior creates an extension of
himself in the shape of the host species. He waits for a year before realizing that something has
gone wrong. Stepping into the target reality, he sees his shards raining down alongside the
shards of his counterpart. He destroys them on sight and then expands his perception across
the world and other realities. The Warrior learns that the Thinker is dead and realizes that he
cannot complete the cycle. He experiences a deep, profound sadness for the first time. On May
20th, , [8] Scion notices a vehicle approaching and how the people begin to communicate with
each other and worship him. He sees one of the Thinker's shards taking root in one of the
passengers, that the man is dying of a systemic issue in his body, and kills the cells
responsible for causing the disease. He then spent years wandering the world, observing. Scion
was later approached by Kevin Norton. Kevin threw one of his shoes at him before charging at
him and beating at his chest. Kevin shouted at him, saying that he didn't deserve his power
before demanding to know what he had to be sad about. He then told the Warrior that he didn't
deserve to be miserable and then told him to go do something with his power: save orphans
from wars, save people from burning buildings, clean up after disasters, and etc. Kevin
suggested that it might help him feel less miserable and the Warrior considered his words. He
decided that it could be something he could do and then took flight. For years, Scion followed
Kevin's instructions, [7] faster and faster. By the middle of the s, he was traveling from crisis to
crisis, flying faster than the speed of sound. Then, Scion came across a burning town and
began to exterminate each source of heat. He lowered himself to get a better shot at the library
and came into contact with a woman who asked him his name. It remembered the story that
Kevin had told it once and then answered her, telling her that his name was "Zion" though she
misheard it as "Scion". At some point, Scion reacted to a nuclear test in the same way he had
been reacting to paramilitary groups in Africa and the Middle East, shooting down a test missile
and destroying the launch facility. This quietly convinced nuclear powers that Scion would
intervene, effectively ending the Cold War. After Behemoth first attacked, Norton saw on TV that
he had flown right past the monster to come visit him. He told Scion to help the heroes fight the
Endbringers. Scion appeared at the Battle against Leviathan , driving the creature away. Scion
was told to begin killing the Endbringers by Kevin Norton when he realized he had merely been
fighting them, not trying to stop them. He destroyed Behemoth [36] and healed much of the
damage that his radiation did to the defendants. Was attacked by Gray Boy , broke free, then
started listening to Jack Slash. Jack Slash successfully convinced him to instead seek joy
through destruction, leading to the events of the Gold Morning, and the deaths of Eidolon , Grue
, and billions of others. He was eventually killed through the combined efforts of thousands of
parahumans under the command of Khepri , after being distracted by Oliver of the Travelers and
then fatally shot by a combination of rods imbued with Flechette 's power and a Tinker-tech
weapon operated by Defiant. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start
a Wiki. Illustration by Diana Nguyen. Shadow Stalker was one. Scion was apparently another.
His big weapon is a very versatile 'stilling' ability, which lets him cancel out wavelengths, which
can be applied in a variety of ways, defensive or offensive - it lets him counteract, manipulate,
and cancel virtually any parahuman or human generated effect. He can cancel out heat,
eliminate sound, break Grey Boy's ability, disintegrate molecular bonds, etc. She smiled a little.
For another to arrive here, they would need to avoid touching a single crumb, like you or me
swimming the length of a river without touching a wave. The first cape, the golden skinned man.
The guy that could go toe to toe with an Endbringer and win, if things hadn't already gone too
far south. There was speculation he had at least one human contact â€” someone that had
given him clothing and a costume, at least â€” but he never bothered to stop long enough for
anyone to pass on any requests, to tell him to go to X place when we gave him Y signal. He
rescued people twenty-four-seven, three hundred and sixty five days a year, handling crises
only as they came to his attention, which meant that sometimes an Endbringer came and Scion

was wholly occupied with saving sinking ships, stopping landslides and putting out housefires.
In a daze. Naked as the day he was born. Everyone had different ideas on who he was. Some
thought he might be an angel, others thought he was a fallen angel, and still more thought there
were scientific explanations. Only thing they ever agreed on was that he looked sad. That
expression never changes. He looks sad because he is sad. His eyes settled on the hero, the
most powerful individual in the world staring at the man who was arguably the fifth. His
expression was so hard to read. I knew, now, what people had meant, when they said they
thought his face was a mask, a facade. Though it was expressionless, though there was nothing
I could point to to explain why I felt the way I did, somehow I sensed disgust from him. Like
nobility looking at dog shit. This was one of themâ€¦ just not what he wanted or expected.
Probably not even something he thought was possible. He can see the path to victory, and from
the vision we saw, we know that he can make mistakes. He plotted for a future that would be
sure to reunite him and his partnerâ€¦ and he got his wish. It was just that his partner was
brain-dead, gutted, useless. Scion got counted as a part of that group because the powers he
did have were head and shoulders above just about everyone else's. Eidolon was almost the
opposite, because he had every power, though he could only hold on to a handful at a time.
Then there were the Endbringers, because they mandated situations like this, where even Scion
or Eidolon plus multiple teams of capes weren't necessarily enough. Scion is one. I'm another.
Its why when he flies you can't track him unless its with your eyes. Not precog. Well, precog
too. They were embedded in hosts, which meant he viewed things through the eyes of the host,
and through the abilities the hosts expressed. As with the Faerie Queen's monster of steel, this
was derived from a single point, an expanding creation of matter. Carbon unfolded from a single
point. Eidolon chose Scion's right ear canal as the center point. The carbon expanded as a
sphere, and there was a glimmer of Scion's reaction as the orb expanded until it was a hundred
feet across. A distortion, golden flesh stretching. The sphere dropped towards the ocean like a
comically large cannonball, and Scion advanced. Intact, unhurt. We haven't touched him.
He'sâ€¦ he's got a defense, not making him invincible, but making him a living portal. So you
hurt him, and faster than you can do anything, he just swaps out the damaged material for
material fromâ€¦ this bottomless well. Scion is. He's immune to precognition, throws everything
out the window when he shows up. I saw it when he fought the Simurgh. She couldn't
automatically dodge his stuff, because she either couldn't read his mind or she couldn't see the
attacks before they happened. So he hit her, a bunch of times. I saw it. He- he lost the scent
trail, I thought. The moment he stopped, more emerged. He stopped to strike again, this time
obliterating the cliff faces on this Earth and the one in the other reality. He was the first to make
themselves known. If he understood the question, why would he be assumed to correctly
answer in another language? Heck, maybe he was claiming to be Psionic Psion. Or a Dan Brown
style fictional descendant of Christ Sion. With hesitation and pauses, it might have been one or
multiple wordsâ€¦ Perhaps a better question is, IS that what the world assumes, or is that not
the prevailing theory throughout the world? I can imagine the Russians having a different view.
Before the vast majority of the characters you know were even conceptualized, Scion was to be
the bad guy. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. Gold Morning [ edit edit source ] Jack Slash successfully convinced him to
instead seek joy through destruction, leading to the events of the Gold Morning, and the deaths
of Eidolon , Grue , and billions of others. Gestation 1. Buzz 7. Extermination 8. Sentinel 9.
Plague Prey Colony Migration Queen Scourge Drone Put your brother down this instant, young
man! The World was born of the great chasm, Chaos, from whence arose Gaia, who birthed her
equal,Uranus, to enshroud her in the sky. She fashioned a knife of flint and bestowed it upon
her son, Cronus, who castrated his father and flung his genitals into the sea. Now preeminent,
he took his sister Rhea for a wife, and to Cronus she bore six children â€” three daughters, and
three sons. But Cronus, who had learned well the lesson of his father Uranus, had no desire to
be overthrown himself. Though at first he freed them, in time he reimprisoned the
Hundred-Handed and Cyclopes in Tartarus, fearful of their power. Told he was destined to be
overthrown by his own issue, he swallowed each of his six children, three daughters and three
sons, as they were born. But Rhea, with the aid of Uranus and Gaia, tricked Cronus â€”
swaddling a great stone that Cronus unthinkingly devoured, she spirited her youngest son,
Zeus, to safety. When he was grown, he returned and overcame Cronus, who was made to vomit
up his five children and a single stone. Cunning Zeus freed the Hundred-Handed and the
Cyclopes from Tartarus, and they in turn gave him thunder and lightning, the greatest of
weapons. The terrible decade-long war between the Titans and the Theoi that followed came to
be known as the Titanomachy, and when it ended triumphant Zeus imprisoned the Titans in
Tartarus, setting the Hundred-Handed to guard its gates that they might never escape. Zeus
then drew lots with his brothers, Hades and Poseidon, to determine how to split the rule of the

world between them: Zeus drew the sky, Poseidon the sea, and Hades the dread realm of the
dead â€” the earth itself was left in common between them. From high on Olympus, Zeus still
reigns over the Theoi, ever-watchful of his many, many children â€” for after all, he too bears a
certain destiny. Which deities are reckoned among their number has varied over time and in
different cultures and has traditionally excluded Hades, who dwells in the Underworld, and
Persephone, who dwells there half the year , but membership in the Dodekatheon should not be
confused with influence, power, or the devotion of their faithful. Bound by Legend-rich ichor,
the Theoi are also a literal family. They may squabble and backstab and cheat and lie, all to
fulfill some urge or vice or desire of their own, but the one thing they can never do is leave â€”
for good and ill, they are stuck with each other. Being divine, of course, their squabbles can and
have spelled the doom of great cities and even entire cultures, to say nothing of what happens
to mortals caught up in the fray. Egotism drives them to terrible ends, but it also pushes them to
be great. The Theoi can be some of the pettiest and most selfinterested beings in existence,
meting out terrible punishments on the flimsiest of pretexts or even, sometimes, if they just feel
like doing so. On the other hand, if they count you as family, may the ferryman come swiftly for
whosoever wishes you ill. Storge, familial love, is not a word many would use to describe the
Theoi, given their penchant for abusing each other, but what they may lack in stability they
make up for in tenacity. They may alternately loathe and love each other, but to them, Kinship is
sacred â€” if you are family, you will never be abandoned. As Zeus is the patriarch of the Theoi,
so are the Gods and Goddesses the patriarchs and matriarchs of their own lines of descent, to
say nothing of the myriad Gods and Goddesses beneath them. Scions of the Theoi who know
their parentage are often forced to grow up very young indeed, while those who come to the
pantheon a little older and a little wiser often recoil from the toxic behavior that seems
pervasive in every relationship. The Theoi are perhaps unique among all other pantheons for
their facility with shapechanging â€” both their own, and that of others. Indeed, rare is the story
of any of these Gods and Goddesses that does not involve a transformation or a disguise or
some sort, even as things that bear not even the slightest resemblance to the humanoid form.
While the half-mortal form of young Scions is not quite so fluid, they are nonetheless far more
malleable than any ordinary mortal, and as they grow in power they will be able to slip between
forms with ease â€” or trap others in forms not their own. The Theoi are mighty, but they are
also very human, and are known for intervening in mortal affairs at a rate almost unheard of in
some other pantheons. Of course, the Theoi are mighty, but they are also very human. Pettiness
is one of their chief attributes, and while they listen for prayers they are hardly at the beck and
call of every schlub on the street. Scions of the Theoi have less to worry about when invoking
the favor of the Gods, who are usually inclined to smile on their children. The downside is, of
course, that the Theoi are, generally speaking, not good parents, and even when they mean well
are moody and unpredictable when angered â€” Demeter may have pulled out all the stops to
get Persephone back, but she almost killed the World to do it. The Terra Incognitae that the
Theoi inhabit are tied closely to geographical features, the most prominent of which are
mountains and caves, any of which may ultimately lead to Mount Olympus or the Underworld.
They are far from the only such lands, though â€” many of the isles in the Aegean have a mythic
counterpart that no longer exists in the World, and the Titan River Okeanos surrounds them all
in an eternal rushing torrent. Haven of the Theoi, this Overworld is patterned on the Mount
Olympus the World knows, riddled with deep gorges that seat the palaces of the Olympians,
those Gods and Goddesses rule from this shining mountain. Here, they consume ambrosia and
nectar; here, they attend prayers, the sacrifices dispensed by ever-vigilant Hestia who guards
the hearth; here, they needle at each other until, inevitably, someone snaps. Pantheon, Agora of
the Gods : Atop the peak of Olympus sits the Pantheon, a palace dedicated to all and to none.
Here is the hearth of Olympus, and the thrones for all the Gods and Goddesses who live in its
gorges. Here is where the arguments take place, where humiliation is inflicted, and â€” when the
time is right â€” war is planned. The Forge of Hephaestus : Less a palace and more an
enormous metalworking complex, by night the Forge casts the whole of the mountain in a
warm, red glow. Here, Hephaestus labors to create works of brilliance and beauty, gifts or traps
alike for his family and those of their descent â€” not to mention those he makes solely for
himself. There are many ways to visit the dread kingdom of the God Hades. The simplest is to
die â€” regrettably, there is little chance of leaving once one arrives, for Kerberos, the
three-headed dog, guards its gates and allows none to pass from within. Many caves lead here
as well, most famous the one through which Orpheus made his tragic journey, and many tales
tell of sailors who set out to cross the River Okeanos and found themselves on the shores of
the land of the dead. The Underworld of the Theoi is a dark, drab place â€” many of the shades
there are but echoes of themselves, who only regain their past vigor with a gift of blood. The
others are the Phelegethon , a river of running flame; the Cocytus , river of lamentation;

Acheron , born from the confluence of the Cocytus and Phelegethon, which purges souls of
wickedness; and Lethe , the river of forgetful oblivion, which annihilates the memories of all
who drink from it. Elysium : Home to the virtuous dead, who distinguish themselves by merit or
heroism in life â€” Heroic Scions often find their way here, should death claim them. Indeed,
tales tell that those who enter Elysium may choose to be reborn, and those who live three
virtuous lives in succession may gain entrance to the Isles of the Blessed â€” but such are rare
souls indeed. It is said that an anvil dropped from Heaven would fall for nine days before it
struck the World, and that such an anvil would have to fall for another nine days from the
Underworld before reaching Tartarus. It is not only Titans who are consigned to this terrible
prison, however â€” other Gods, and even the souls of particularly wicked mortals, have been
imprisoned here. Sisyphus still tries, in vain, to push his boulder up a hill, and Tantalus, mad
with hunger and thirst after thousands of years imprisoned, still desperately reaches for fruit
and water that are always just beyond his reach. When Apollo slew Python, its body tumbled
into a chasm in Delphi, the fumes rising from its body. Over time, an order of priestess-prophets
grew up around the chasm. The Pythia, always a woman chosen from the local population,
would inhale the fumes to enter a trance and allow Apollo to speak through her â€” her fellow
priestesses would translate the ecstatic ravings. The Oracle and Delphi was renowned for its
incredible accuracy, famed throughout the ancient World, bringing even Roman emperors
seeking foreknowledge of events. In this Terra Incognita, the line of priestesses has remained
unbroken, and the Delphic Oracle still gives her curious but inerrant prophecies, speaking with
the voice of Apollo himself to those who know the secret ways to reach her. The Theoi have a
complicated relationship with their Titans â€” unsurprising, considering that they are
descended from those very beings that they overthrew and, by and large, imprisoned deep in
the Primordial Tartarus. There is no clear dividing line between God and Titan or titanspawn
among the Theoi, and some so-called Titans behave more like Gods or, in some cases,
Primordials! Some few roam free, unbound despite their power, though well aware that their
children could change that on a whim. More than one has born children to Zeus, who now stand
as Gods and Goddess beside him. This close and unclear relationship makes for misgivings in
dealings with some other pantheons, especially those who have a history of strife with the
Theoi. Imprisoned within Tartarus, Cronus' fury shakes the very foundations of the World. Once,
he ruled a Golden Age, and he believes he shall once more, if only he can escape the watchful
eyes of the Hundred-Handed. A mere stomach will not suffice for what he plans to do to the
Theoi should he make good on his ambition. Mother of Leto who bore Apollo, Phoebe was the
first and is still perhaps the greatest of oracles, her memory of events yet to come a powerful
weapon in the Titanomachy â€” yet, even her great foresight was insufficient to match the
schemes of Zeus. Her sight still fuels the schemes of many a Titan, but Phoebe's own, none but
she can foresee. Something halfway between a Titan and a half-withered Primordial, the beast
Typhon nearly ended the reign of the Theoi altogether. A hundred snake heads emerge from his
shoulders, emitting every sound known to the World along with a firestorm that scours all it
touches. Sundered and terribly burned by Zeus' thunderbolts, its flames still boil up from the
Earth, melting stone and turning mountains into volcanoes. In antiquity, the Theoi were
worshipped in hundreds of ways, differing from city to city. In Athens, Poseidon and Athena
competed for the favor of mortals â€” Poseidon brought up a saltwater spring, and Athena a
great olive grove, and in the end the mortals chose olives over salt. The Spartans would invoke
Artemis at the beginning of every military campaign, or at Ortheia where their youth submitted
to terrible floggings in her name. In the modern day, many in Greece keep shrines to the Theoi
in their home, and a few cult sites still exist. Two widespread faiths were born in this era,
however, and may still be seen in the World â€” the Dionysian Mysteries and the Eleusinian
Mysteries. The Cult of Dionysus is, as one might expect, an ecstatic faith, one fueled by
excessive doses of alcohol and entheogenic drugs. There is a deeper meaning, however,
reserved for the initiated, a higher state of consciousness that the celebrant might reach by
abandoning any sense of selfcontrol whatsoever. Flagellation was not uncommon, nor
debauched sexual practices of every stripe. It can be found across the World, springing up
seemingly overnight only to vanish just as quickly when persecuted. The Eleusinian Mysteries
are a different sort of mystery cult, and one closer to the modern and Western conception of
religion in the World. Smaller remote temples exist in such enclaves, such as the Temple of
Astorian Demeter in Queens, New York, but the restored cult site at Eleusis still attracts
hundreds of thousands of Worldly pilgrims every year. Many Scions of the Theoi attract
Followers, and most have at least one Guide who may well be a meddling aunt or uncle no less
potent than their divine parent. The following are example Birthrights for the Scions of the
Theoi. Kerberoi : Kerberos has his own Scions, who Persephone may adopt out to suitable
homes. Caution is advised, though â€” at least one of the heads is usually ill-tempered. Pegasi :

While Pegasus is inextricably tied up in Bellerophon's myth, that great winged horse has sired
many a foal. Catching and breaking a horse that can fly is no easy task, but it can be done.
Amazons : These tribes of warrior women frequently take up with the Scions of the Theoi,
especially if it involves a good fight. They are, however, highly unlikely to follow male Scions,
unless the Scion proves he can keep up. Centaurs : While they have a reputation for being
exceptionally rowdy, once you've earned the loyalty of a centaur herd you have drinking
buddies for life. Just don't ask to ride them. Athena : Patron of heroes, Athena frequently makes
it her business to interfere with the lives of Theoi Scions. She can be an incredible resource, but
she will also micromanage you to Tartarus and back. Satyrs : While their primary concern is
having a good time and encouraging others to do so , Dionysian revels do bring a certain
wisdom along with madness. Golden Fleece : A jacket lined with the wool from the famous ram
of Colchis, shining with its own golden light and marking the wearer as one who has the favor
of the Gods. Helmet of Shadow : Cyclops-forged, this helmet renders whosoever wears it
unseen. This helm has ever belonged to Hades, but he has loaned it out before. Icarian Wings: A
refinement of Daedalus' original design courtesy of Hephaestus, these golden wings allow the
wearer to fly without concern for seafoam or sun. Thunderbolt : While nothing so magnificent as
Zeus' own, this frozen shard of lightning which can be cast into the clouds for safekeeping
when not needed still packs quite the punch, and always returns to the wielder's hand. Scions
of the Theoi are frequently pillars of their mortal community, standing out even if they aren't in a
position of authority. As the children of a very tightly-knit pantheon, many grow up with at least
some inkling of who they are and the mythic truth of the World. A rare few are even raised by
Avatars of their divine parents. From time to time, the Titans trapped in Tartarus have rattled the
bars of their cage â€” but never so much as they are now. The rest of the World seems to be on
the verge of another Titanomachy, and the Theoi are not taking it sitting down. The Cyclopes
have been stockpiling thunderbolts for Zeus, and Hephaestus' clockwork servitors watch from
the skies for signs of Titanic activity. The unstated concern, of course, is the low regard that
many other pantheons hold for the Theoi. The Gods of Egypt, with whom they sheltered while
Typhon ravaged Greece, have never quite let them forget their ancient hospitality. To all
appearances they maintain a cordial relationship, but the Theoi eagerly await the chance to turn
the tables â€” less to discharge a debt and more to lord it over the Netjer for the next few
thousand years. Hermes and Thoth have perhaps the best relationship between any two deities
of either pantheon, their roles and interests overlapping in a rivalry-friendship that has
persisted for millennia. The Devas in particular have been, at best, patronizing ever since
Alexander's decade-long advance was halted, but some in other pantheons â€” the ones that
have survived, at any rate â€” still hold the Theoi as little better than the Titans that birthed
them. As ever, however, the Theoi's greatest enemy remains themselves, or rather, each other.
The Theoi work together well when faced with an external threat, but even in such times they
are never quite free of their monstrous egos. A wise opponent would exploit divisions among
the Dodekatheon, turning Hephaestus against Ares and Hera against Zeus, without revealing
their hand in the matter â€” for if it were known to be a trick, that opponent would pay a heavy
price indeed. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The
Ascendant is the Ascendancy class for Scions. The Ascendant offers more flexibility than any
other class by allowing the player to take passives based on other Ascendancy classes. These
passives offer similar benefits representing the class's overall tree, but with mitigated effects.
Only one Ascendancy class passive can be taken from each base class. The Ascendant can
allocate up to two Ascendancy class passives and can further invest onto one class's path to
gain the ability to use that class's starting point on the passive skill tree as a second starting
point. Sign In. From Path of Exile Wiki. Jump to: navigation , search. You are the sculptor,
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Ascendancy "Path of â€¦" skills. He was originally created by negative human thoughts, being
an evil and cruel entity who developed hate towards the mortal's world. He's responsible for the

invasion in the world being the warlord of his own country, Darminor, and he conquers the
world via his monsters. He's also an evil messiah who wants to search a man capable of
surviving his invasions,and to do so, he sends his creatures to kill innocent people. Scion was
created from human negative thoughts, like anger, greed or bad pride. Of course, he proclaims
himself as a god with "good intentions". Of course Scion did not do everything by himself. He
had to ask for help from bystanders to join the empire, which became Scion's army. With the
exeption of one individual , who was a soldier of high ranking from one of the protagonists ,
which had to be captured and brainwashed, and thus, he became Scion's most powerful
creation. There's no clue which character cannonically defeated Scion, however, every
character he meets he will still say his motives and his actions, as said above, he uses the
excuse of the human impurity to commit his massacre, and will gloat the protagonist how much
power he has gained. The player cannot help but fight against Scion. Scion will use his
summoning habilities in order to defeat the player: He can summon two dragons on the floor
that can swim under it and approach the player, he can use his staff to summon a laser, he also
can summon swords that grow form the underground, of course, he also uses his dragons to
attack the player. After Scion is defeated, he will transform in a less human-like form, named
Shin Scion, in which, he becomes, considerably much more powerful and MUCH harder ,not
only his underground swords are much faster, but also, can summon swords from the ceiling,
and his dragons attack are more wide-ranged, he, because does not need his staff, he will use
his hand to summon a more powerful laser, he also has the power to transform temporally the
player into a helpless, little animal in the case of Leo, just helpless and little. After Scion was
utterly destroyed, his soul dissapeared slowly while he was saying his last words. Those words
where about human sins and impurity, and how his actions almost led humanity to their doom,
but the player character showed courage and determination to defeat Scion, and how humans
gained faith and vanished all despair from the world, therefore, good reigns again, but also says
that he will come back after human had impure thoughts again. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. It sounds more like true madness to me. Scion with
Misery and Despair. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. I am the prophet whose destiny is to save this world. I shall cleanse the world of
weak humans and lead those strong enough to remain. This world is filled with petty humans
and their hatred, greed, anger, and false ambitions. The bad aura spawned the wizard Scion,
and this nearly led humans to their ruin. But you have journeyed far, stood up against
overwhelming foes, and fought with courage. Inspired by you, the people have cast aside the
darkness and good has returned to the world. The hatred that created me has begun to
dissipate But remember I'll be back when people become blinded by their greed and desires
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an export model of the Japanese domestic market Toyota Ist. Based on the first generation
Toyota Vitz hatchback, the xA shared a platform with the Toyota Platz sedan. The xA received a
minor facelift for the model year, before importation ended in December Some of the revisions
for include modified bumpers and side skirts, as well as turn signal indicators on the side
mirrors and audio controls located on the steering wheel. The xA was also the first production
vehicle to offer an optional iPod input with head unit display, as well as a more refined,
user-friendly head unit and more exterior colors. Beginning in late spring with the launch of the
Scion xB RS 1. Limited Edition vehicles from a marketing standpoint were used to create a buzz
for the brandname, with their exterior colors tending to be loud or bright hues i. Because of the
growing popularity of the Scion product line and the scarce production runs most dealers only
got of each RS model , these limited edition vehicles quickly sell out. Preordering is available at
each dealership on a first-come, first-served basis. Naturally, resale values of Release Series
vehicles command a premium because of their packaged options and scarcity. From Wikipedia,
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received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Scion Vehicles. The Scion iQ, a tiny
four-seat hatchback, is one of the lowest-scoring cars we've tested in recent years. Slow, noisy,
and uncomfortable, the iQ's few positives include exceptionally easy parking, and its very good
mpg overall fuel economy. The extremely tiny rear seats won't make anyone riding in the
second row happy, and the numb and overly quick steering makes the iQ less-than-enjoyable to
drive. Unless you spend all of your time driving in a crowded city, this Scion model makes little
sense. Many nicer cars cost about the same, get comparable fuel economy, and don't beat you
up. The last year for the iQ was Who Owns Which Car Brands? A road map to auto industry
ownership and partnerships. Detailed lists of cars from model years that feature key safety
systems. Latest Scion Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a
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blue "sacks" on their backs contain redundant organs and element zero sources to provide
power for their weapons and shockwaves. Scions operate alone or in pairs, hanging back as
Husks and Abominations rush ahead. Less mobile than other Husk variants, Scions provide
ranged fire support, lumbering behind the wave of attackers while firing weapons and
discharging biotic attacks. Scions are armed with a powerful shoulder-mounted cannon, which
fires an advanced version of Shockwave that will travel longer distances, penetrate thin cover,
deal heavy damage, increase the recharge time on your shields although this can be countered
with Tech Armor , Geth Shield Boost or Unity , as well as an Emergency Shielding research. At
close range they will be able to create a different blast wave that will deal more dama
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ge to your shields the closer you are. While no longer possessing their Shockwave ability from
Mass Effect 2, Scions are armed with an arm-mounted cannon that fires explosive shots with
great radius in salvos of three. These explosive shots are very powerful, dealing more damage
than an Atlas Mech 's rockets, and are easily capable of killing any class in three hits. Up close,
they use their cannon arm to make melee attacks and have an execution attack where they
knock the player to the ground and repeatedly pummel them to instantly kill targets. Like any
other Collector unit, they can also be possessed , becoming far more powerful than usual.
Scions possess powerful armour that compensates for them lacking health, barriers or shields.
Like any armoured enemy, they cannot be grabbed for an insta-kill. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
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